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Newscrypto.io is a blockchain-linked ecosystem
that combines everything crypto related to
form the best virtual place for money-making
decisions.

Newscrypto solves the problem of finding
the right information at the right time and
guide people from blindly investing in making
rational investment decisions.

The platform is constructed of advance market
indicators, Newscrypto school program,
community prediction section, unique trading
tools, and price analysis segment. It has
everything in one place, and it is designed for
experienced traders as well as beginners to get
an upper hand in crypto trading.

Company mission is to give every user the
confidence and knowledge regarding crypto
trading by providing them access to highly
profitable blockchain-based instruments
for money-making decisions. Newscrypto is
dedicating to be the leading crypto place for
every crypto enthusiast in the future.

The platform is actively developing. The
work is underway to bring to the market
such powerful tools as Crypto Sentiment
Indicator, Newscrypto price alerts, Private chat
integration, Newscrypto trading bot, and AI
price prediction.

newscrypto.io

As a leading provider of financial information
to members of the global crypto trading
market, NewsCrypto is creating a platform that
will benefit both beginners and
experienced traders.
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Mission

Newscrypto platform is a ready to use product
today. It was developed to attain everything
a crypto trader needs. Based on the tools and
features provided the project facilitate trading
to our users so they can do it with confidence
and security.
Newscrypto is a self-sufficient, self-financing
project that receives income from its
business model. It is a non-ICO / non-IEO
project meaning there was no external capital
raised

Newscrypto platform is a ready to use product
today, with arguably the best-structured
ecosystem underneath it. It was developed to
attain everything a crypto trader needs. Based
on the tools and features provided we facilitate
trading to our users so they can do it with
confidence and security.

Newscrypto Coin
The backbone of the Newscrypto ecosystem
is the Newscrypto coin (NWC token). Its main
utility function resides in unlocking access to
needed market information on the platform
for profitable trading. The token has a burning
system meaning its total supply is being
organically reduced.
A unique smart contract empowers
community-driven ecosystem which grants
NWC token to be an effective trading tool and
an attractive asset for investors. The token is
built on Stellar blockchain which provides the
fastest, reliable and low-cost transactions.

Project Background
Unlike most newly developed crypto projects,
the Newscrypto platform is an already tested
product used by the world’s top traders. The
concept of the platform goes back to 2015
when the founding team got involved in crypto
trading. Spotting deficiencies in the crypto
trading industry and lack of reliable market
information sparkled development of the
structure and ecosystem that would disrupt
the cryptocurrency trading industry forever. In
October of 2019, the idea became reality.
The Newscrypto team now consists of world
top traders and advisors that are being paid
entirely in the form of our token. This indicates
that the success is correlated by the value
platform present to the community making
the team even more motivated to deliver the
best possible results day by day. token. This
indicates that the project’s success is directly
correlated to the value that the platform
provides to the community thereby making
the team even more motivated to deliver the
best possible results every day.

Solution
Specially
programmed
indicators
on
Newscrypto can recognize any unstable
market reactions and shows you the trends so
there are no unexpected occurrences. Platform
monitor real money deposits and withdrawals
at all major fiat gateways, follow big money
movements on the exchanges to control the
whale’s actions and much more.
But firstly, it’s important to educate new
members to become a part of the crypto world.

The Newscrypto School program was put
together by the most experienced crypto
heads in the industry covering everything that
is vital to know. The whole section is designed
from the very beginnings to expert knowledge
preparing the community for real-life trading.

Platform
Trading features
Newscrypto platform is divided into three
major tiers; Beginner, Intermediate and
Advanced each of them caters to a specific user
type.
Beginner tier is accessible by just registering
on the platform and consists of basic essential
tools and features a crypto trader needs.
Intermediate tier comprises of next-level
features with more market insight while
Advanced tier unlocks the most advanced
specially programmed indicators to get the
edge in crypto trading. This “package” of
indicators allows you full access and control
of the action in the world of crypto. New
indicators and tools are constantly added to
the specter of provided features. Company’s
roadmap indicates a complete range of
necessary features for crypto personas.

Newscrypto School

newscrypto.io

About Newscrypto

Newscrypto has developed a school program
suitable for beginners and those who want to
expand their knowledge about trading with
cryptocurrencies.
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Community predictions
In the world of crypto, information is power.
Newscrypto community prediction section
is created for the members to interact which
each other and see the predictions other
crypto traders make. There is also live chat
implemented so the section serves as a mini
social media. We collect charts from the most
experienced traders to those who are just
starting.

newscrypto.io

Predefined charts
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Newscrypto team developed predefined charts
that are regularly updated. There are more
than eight pairs with support and resistance
lines already drawn on the chart with trend
lines systematically added by the team. These
charts are professionally drawn by the world’s
top traders but are fully customizable so
you can also draw on them and move things
around. The lines pinched in the chart have an
extensive history value and were market tested.
The asset movements prove that Newscrypto
predefined charts are one of the most reliable
sources in crypto.

Newscrypto coin

Advantages

NWC Ecosystem

NWC is the backbone and the heart of
NewsCrypto network.

In contrast to other crypto platforms,
Newscrypto provides a working tested
product, with a much more advanced system,
at a cheaper price and even free access to
essential tools and educational program. With
a 24/7 operating system, Newscrypto is the first
source of market changes and a go-to place for
many profitable traders.

The ground base Newscrypto ecosystem is the
Newscrypto coin. If a member wants to use
platform advanced services and indicators,
which provide crucial market information,
they have to operate with NWC tokens, since
it is the only currency in which the Newscrypto
services can be paid. The ticker NWC initially
issues 280.000.000 Newscrypto tokens.

Its main utility resides in unlocking access to
unique smart money movement analysis in
the shape of Newscrypto platform features. It
is built upon Stellar blockchain and has both
utility and value-transfer functions within the
network. A unique smart contract empowers a
community-driven ecosystem that grants NWC
to be an effective trading tool and an attractive
asset for investors, especially with its burning
system. Apart from burning, the accumulated
funds from subscriptions are used to engage
new users, reward active members and
develop new solutions that provoke a mutually
beneficial outcome for everyone involved.
Members will have to pay a weekly, monthly or
yearly membership fee in order to see and use
all information provided on the Newscrypto
platform. On the other hand, everyone behind
the platform, namely the team will receive their
payments in Newscrypto token entirely. This
means that it is in company best interest to
provide quality user experience and maximize
the value of NWC token.

Token burning
The core of the token development system is
token burning. This means that the ecosystem
under the platform will automatically burn /
permanently remove 20% of NWC tokens
received from membership fees. The procedure
of token burning reduces the total supply
of NWC tokens which results in the organic
growth of token value benefiting investors
and token holders. When the goal of 1 million
members is reached, the company will dispose
of all remaining tokens if any.

Platform advantages
- Ready to use solutions with every cryptorelated information in the market
- Access to predefined chart layouts made by
world best traders
- Exclusive real-time market indicators in crypto
- A place when you can earn free tokens and
interact with other global traders
- A much cheaper alternative than any other
competitor
- Runned by the best structured ecosystem in
crypto

Token advantages
- No external fundraising
- Proven utility on a working platform
- Automatic burning system
- Listed on credible exchanges
- Ultra-fast and cheap transactions
- Built on a safe blockchain
- Organic growth through deflation

From the platform membership fees, 20% of
the tokens are burned providing an organic
growth for Newscrypto coin. 10% is intended
for the community through different user
engagements like weekly community
prediction rewards and social media tasks.
40% of the membership amount is meant for
platform development so the platform grows,
and the team can provide more knowledge
and market insights for Newscrypto members.
30% goes into marketing to acquire new
members and build the community base which
rounds the circle back to the organic growth of
Newscrypto coin.
Newscrypto.io is the most advanced cryptoorientated platform to date consisting of
everything a trader needs; information,
knowledge, and confidence all in one. The
platform was created for those who want to
master the cryptocurrency markets and reach
new financial heights.
Specially
programmed
indicators
at
Newscrypto recognize any unstable market
reactions and display the trends so there are
no unexpected occurrences. The platform
monitors real money deposits and withdrawals
at all major fiat gateways, big money
movements on the exchanges to control the

newscrypto.io

The school program, designed by the world’s
best traders is completely free as it is in the
project mission to educate as many people
as possible to make crypto trading accepted
by the masses. The Newscrypto school is
partnered with Kucoin Exchange , with more
than 2 million users providing them guides for
real-life trading.
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Q2/2018

Concept Launch

Q4/2018

In-depth Market Research 2018

Q1/2019

MVP Launch

Q2/2019

Crypto Community Engagement

Q4/2019

Exchange Listing

Q1/2020

User Rewards System. New platform tools and indicators release

Q2/2020

FIAT payment system widget for NWC token. Platform wallet integration

Q3/2020

Newscrypto advertisement service. Newscrypto video tutorials launch,
Platform signal section

Q4/2020

Mobile App release. New crypto sentiment indicator

Q1/2021

Demo trading. Platform staking option. New platform tools and indicators
release

Q2/2021

Private chat integration

Q3/2021

Newscrypto trading bot. Collaboration with top educational institutions

Q4/2021

AI price prediction

Q1/2022

User interaction options on the platform. New platform tools and
indicators release

Q2/2022

Live video trading lessons. Upgraded whale alert indicator

Q3/2022

Shadow trading. Messenger price alerts

Q4/2022

Virtual trading support. Community prediction section 2.0

Q1/2023

Providing know-how and financial service for crypto projects. New
platform tools and indicators release

newscrypto.io

Roadmap
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Thank You.

newscrypto.io

NewsCrypto.io Team

Join the NewsCrypto Community
www.newscrypto.io
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